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When using recently-developed active power factor correction (APFC) controllers in power systems comprised of dual-opposed free-piston Stirling convertors, a variety of configurations of the convertors and controller(s) can be considered, with configuration ultimately selected based on benefits of efficiency, reliability, and robust operation. The configuration must not only achieve stable control of the two convertors, but also synchronize and regulate motion of the pistons to minimize net dynamic forces. The NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) System Dynamic Model (SDM) was used to study ten configurations of dual-opposed convertor systems. These configurations considered one controller with the alternators connected in series or in parallel, and two controllers with the alternators not connected (isolated). For the configurations where the alternators were not connected, several different approaches were evaluated to synchronize the two convertors. In addition, two thermodynamic configurations were considered: two convertors with isolated working spaces and convertors with a shared expansion space. Of the ten configurations studied, stable operating modes were found for four. Three of those four had a common expansion space. One stable configuration was found for the dual-opposed convertors with separate working spaces. That configuration required isochronous control of both convertors, and two APFC controllers were used to accomplish this. A frequency/phase control loop was necessary to allow each APFC controller to synchronize its associated convertor with a common frequency.

Nomenclature

APFC = active power factor correction
ASC = Advanced Stirling Convertor
EMF = electromotive force
GRC = Glenn Research Center
SDM = System Dynamic Model
SMD = Science Mission Directorate
SPDE = Space Power Demonstrator Engine
SSR = subsynchronous resonance
TDC = Technology Demonstration Convertor

I. Introduction

DUAL-OPPOSED Stirling convertors have typically been operated with passive power factor correction using tuning capacitors. The tuning capacitors correct the power factors and operating frequencies when the two convertors are controlled by a single analog controller. This was used with the Space Power Demonstrator Engine (SPDE) that had a common expansion space shared by the two convertors, and has also been used with dual-
opposed Technology Demonstration Convertors (TDC) used for the SRG110 flight development project operating with thermodynamic cycles isolated from one another. In both cases, stable, synchronous operation was achieved.

There is a desire to use Active Power Factor Correction (APFC) controllers that eliminate the need for the tuning capacitors. The capacitors occupy volume which translates into mass in a space power generator, and impact reliability. As passive elements, they cannot be adjusted over time to account for changes in load impedance or to optimize system efficiency and performance. APFC controllers typically measure or estimate the piston position, calculate the piston velocity, and then switch various voltages at high frequency to force current to flow in proportion to the velocity. The force applied by the current appears as pure damping to the convertor if the force is in phase with the velocity. This approach minimizes electrical losses that arise from flowing current out of phase with the velocity.

APFC controllers have been developed by several labs, including GRC, and have successfully operated single Stirling convertors. Control of dual-opposed convertors with APFC control has proven to be more difficult than originally anticipated. Issues have been encountered in terms of synchronization and stability. In preparation for operating dual-opposed convertors with APFC control at GRC, a study was undertaken to determine which configurations of convertors and controllers could achieve stable, synchronous operation, and which could not.

The study investigated stability and synchronization of the various configurations. Convertors were considered stable when piston amplitude and other parameters were maintained within desired ranges. Stability was evaluated by observing the steady-state response of the system with convertors with slightly different characteristics, and also the transient response of the system to a disturbance of some form. In cases where the system was unstable, often the piston amplitude of one convertor decreased while the amplitude of the other piston grew without bound.

While it is understood that a good control system will result in stable operation, it is also a requirement that the dual-opposed convertor controller achieve synchronization of the two convertors. Synchronization is defined as both convertors operating at a common frequency with their pistons oscillating in phase with each other. By maintaining synchronization, dynamic forces generated by the internal oscillating masses are reduced.

This study used the GRC System Dynamic Model (SDM) to evaluate the candidate configurations. Two convertor models were used: the Technology Demonstration Convertor (TDC), manufactured by Infinia, and the Advanced Stirling Convertor (ASC), manufactured by Sunpower. While the study did not evaluate all possible free-piston configurations, it is felt that these results apply to many free-piston Stirling convertors when connected in the configurations studied, and are not specific to the two convertors used in this study.

The SDM simulations contain many of the nonlinearities associated with Stirling systems, including the nonlinear thermodynamics, gas dynamics, and spring rates, as well as the nonlinearities of some of the electronic components in the controller. Each simulation used an SDM model for each of the two convertors. In order to make the cases realistic, a slight difference was introduced into one of the parameters. In all the simulations performed for this study, the alternator motor constants of the two convertors differed by 0.5% to 2%. External disturbances were simulated by applying a 25-N impact on the case of one of the convertors or by varying the hot-end or cold-end temperature of one of the convertors by 2°C. The hardware realization of two Stirling convertors will not be exact copies one another. The differences must be dealt with in the system design. SDM used the slightly different motor constants to mimic the hardware case and present a realistically dissimilar pair to the APFC controller.

A. Related work

The interconnection and operation of multiple free-piston Stirling convertors was studied by White in 1999. The study investigated means of synchronizing convertors operating with tuning capacitors and with an analog controller. Various dual-opposed configurations were simulated with a linear model and the results were compared with test data. All of these configurations included tuning capacitors and had either one or two Zener diode controllers with the alternators connected electrically in parallel either before or after the tuning capacitors or after the controllers. Series connection of the alternators was not considered.

Both the simulation studies and the test data included not only steady-state data but also data describing transient responses due to making and breaking the parallel electrical connection between the two alternators. Operation with significant amounts of unbalance in the convertor fill pressures and in operating temperatures was studied and the effects described in the report. Each configuration was studied with the convertor cases rigidly connected to each other as well as with convertor cases mechanically isolated. With isolated cases, the mechanical connection to transmit dynamic forces was broken.

The report identified the two-convertor/one-controller system with alternators connected in parallel after tuning capacitors as a robust, stable configuration. This configuration has been used for a significant amount of testing at GRC.
Another contribution to the body of knowledge related to control of multiple free-piston convertor systems came from the SPDE project in which two 12.5kW convertors were coupled through a common expansion space as well as through the alternator electrical connections. The alternators and electrical load were connected in series with the system’s two linear alternators through a tuning capacitor located after the two alternators. Testing showed that the SPDE operated stably under a wide range of operating conditions.

In addition, there is nearly 100 years’ worth of engineering literature describing the development of interconnected power systems. Among the concepts potentially relevant to the dual-opposed convertor control problem is the phenomenon of subsynchronous resonance (SSR). SSR is an electric power system condition where the electric network exchanges energy with a generator at a natural frequency of the combined system below the synchronous frequency of the system. Methods of analyzing and eliminating the effects of subsynchronous resonance in interconnected power systems have been discussed in the literature in relation to large 3-phase rotating systems, but the concepts have been found useful in studying dual-opposed Stirling control systems. The significant contribution from the literature concerns the manipulation of generator frequency to control SSR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series electrical connection</th>
<th>Parallel electrical connection</th>
<th>Isolated electrical systems</th>
<th>Isolated working space</th>
<th>Common expansion space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One APFC controller, Position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>One APFC controller, Position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback from one convertor, Current synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback on one convertor, Voltage synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback on both convertors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Ten candidate configurations of dual-opposed convertors with APFC controllers.
II. Configurations of dual-opposed convertors with APFC controllers

Ten configurations of convertors and controllers were identified for this study. These ten configurations are shown in Fig. 1. They use parallel or series electrical connection of the linear alternators, shared or isolated thermodynamic cycles, and single or dual APFC controllers. The first four have a single APFC controller and the last six have two controllers.

All configurations had the cases of the two convertors rigidly connected, so that the cases of the two convertors act dynamically as one in the range of the operating frequency. The rigid case connection provides a direct path for the opposing dynamic forces of the two convertors. The amplitude of the case is generally small and can be influenced by the mounting dynamics between the case and the external system. Stability of the system can be influenced in situations where case amplitude increases significantly. In all configurations simulated the convertor case was connected to ground via a reasonably stiff spring and damper.

A. Thermodynamic configurations

*Isolated working space.*

It is common to configure two convertors with isolated working spaces, meaning that neither the expansion space nor compression space is shared between the two convertors.

*Common expansion space.*

In the common expansion space configuration, the working spaces of the two convertors are connected. This configuration has the rigid case connection discussed previously. Both convertors see the same pressure wave acting on the power pistons, providing a strong coupling between the two convertors. The SPDE is an example of dual-opposed convertors connected with a common expansion space. This configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2. Cross-section schematic of dual-opposed convertors with a common expansion space.](image)

B. Electrical configurations

1. *Series electrical connection*

   With the series electrical connection of the linear alternators, the same current flows through each alternator. The APFC controller for this configuration commands a single current to the series alternators based on feedback from one or both of the convertors’ piston position signals. With a single controller, it is not possible to independently control the voltage to each convertor.

2. *Parallel electrical connection*

   With the parallel electrical connection, both alternators see the same voltage, but may have different currents. In this case, it is not possible to independently control the current to each convertor.

3. *Isolated electrical systems*

   Electrically isolated convertors were considered where the only connection between the alternators was through two APFC controllers, and there is no direct electrical connection. The controllers must act in such a way as to maintain synchronization of the two convertors. There are three ways considered in which to maintain synchronization: 1) current synchronization, 2) voltage synchronization, and 3) position feedback on both convertors.
Configurations #5 through #8 attempted to achieve synchronization by synthesizing the effect of either series-wired or parallel-wired operation of the second convertor. The electrically isolated configurations require two active bridge circuits; one for each convertor. The current-synchronized configurations and the voltage-synchronized configurations require only one set of control electronics for the two active bridges. In these configurations, the current or voltage calculated by the control circuitry was based on the master convertor’s performance and piston position feedback and was used by both active bridges to control both convertors.

Configurations #9 and #10 sense piston position on both convertors. This allows independent control of each convertor based on the separate feedback.

III. Simulation of configurations

GRC’s Stirling convertor SDM was used to simulate the ten configurations. The simulations began with convertors going through start up to full power operation. If the simulations reached steady-state operation stably and synchronized, a 25-N impulse force was applied to the convertor case to determine robustness of the system in response to an outside disturbance.

A. Convertor Model

The Stirling convertor models used in this study included the TDC manufactured by Infinia and the ASC manufactured by Sunpower. These models included the essential dynamics of the convertor, including Stirling cycle thermodynamics; heat flow; gas, mechanical, and mounting dynamics. The SDM includes nonlinearities and subcycle dynamics. The linear alternator was modeled as a voltage source in series with an inductor and resistor.

The common expansion space convertor model used in this study was based on the layout of the SPDE, although the model parameters were based on the TDC. The following assumptions were made:

- Expansion space volume was twice that of a single TDC’s expansion space volume
- Heater temperature \( T_0 \) was identical for both convertors
- Working fluid was shared between the two convertors. Temperatures in the various convertor volumes determined actual distribution of the working fluid.

B. APFC Controller Model

The APFC controller model used in this study was a simplified representation of an APFC controller. It did not include actual power electronic components and was not based on an exact APFC controller circuit design. While it would be more accurate to use a detailed APFC controller design for the analysis, the simplified controller was used to reduce computation time. Use of the simplified controller should not influence the conclusions of the study.

The model of the APFC controller used in SDM for this study consisted of a switching/energy storage module that switches positive and negative voltages onto the alternator leads to force the alternator current to a predetermined value. The predetermined value was based on a reference current that was a synthesized sine wave whose amplitude was determined by a control loop designed to maintain a set point of piston amplitude. The amplitude of the current was determined in this study by a control loop to keep piston amplitude at its set point value. If the piston amplitude was greater than the set point, the control loop raised the current amplitude to increase the load and bring the piston amplitude back to its set point. If the piston amplitude was less than the set point, the control loop decreased the current amplitude.

Specification of the phase angle of the reference current was the means whereby the power factor was controlled. To correct the power factor to unity, a phase angle of zero degrees between the current and the velocity was chosen. With a phase angle of zero degrees, the reference current was synthesized to be in phase with the generated electromagnetic force (EMF). The EMF cannot be measured, but it is known to be in phase with the velocity of the alternator and thus in phase with the piston velocity. The controller model managed the phase relationships by observing the times at which the piston position achieved a cycle minimum and identifying that time as the positive zero-crossing time of piston velocity, designated as \( T_0 \). The phase angle of the reference current was adjusted each cycle. The reference current synthesizer used in the model was also able to synthesize non-zero phase angles. Such phase angles yield non-unity power factors. In such cases, the reference current was time-shifted from the piston velocity; the current led or lagged the alternator EMF by a known value.

The frequency used by the reference current synthesizer was also determined from observations of the zero crossings of piston position. The reference current frequency was corrected once per cycle.
IV. Results of the Study

Table II summarizes the ten dual-opposed convertor-APFC controller configurations analyzed using SDM and identifies which configurations resulted in stable operation. Configurations 2, 4, 9, and 10 showed stable operation while the other six were not found to be stable. In the cases of unstable operation, the piston amplitudes diverged from the nominal equal value with the amplitude of one convertor decreasing and the amplitude of the other convertor growing. The piston amplitude that grew appeared to grow without bound until the physical limits of the hardware were reached. After the piston amplitudes diverged, there did not appear to be any tendency for the piston amplitudes to come back in range.

Three of the four stable configurations were convertors with a common expansion space, while there was only one stable configuration with isolated working spaces. Comparing configurations #1 and #3 versus configurations #2 and #4, the only difference is that the former have isolated working spaces, while the latter have a common expansion space. This suggests that the stabilizing and synchronizing effect of the common expansion space was significant. With a common expansion space, both convertors essentially see the same pressure wave. The same pressure wave acts on both pistons, largely independent of differences in convertor parameters, which tends to synchronize their motions. A similar stabilizing effect is expected with convertors with a common compression space, but that was not simulated.

The stable configuration with isolated working spaces requires two controllers and two position sensors with the slave side of the system essentially being directed to mimic the piston position of the master side of the system. This configuration is more complex in that it requires two APFC controllers and two position sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration no.</th>
<th>Thermodynamic configuration</th>
<th>Electrical configuration</th>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>Simulation results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Series electrical connection</td>
<td>One APFC controller, position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td>Series electrical connection</td>
<td>One APFC controller, position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Parallel electrical connection</td>
<td>One APFC controller, position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td>Parallel electrical connection</td>
<td>One APFC controller, position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Isolated electrical systems</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback from one convertor, current synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td>Isolated electrical systems</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback from one convertor, voltage synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Isolated electrical systems</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback from one convertor, voltage synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Isolated electrical systems</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback on both convertors</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td>Isolated electrical systems</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback on both convertors</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Configurations #1 and #2 with series electrical connection

The SPDE system was configured with the two alternators wired in series, along with a passive controller and tuning capacitor. This may have fostered a notion that series wiring is a viable configuration to consider for other free-piston convertors where the tuning capacitor and passive controller are replaced by an APFC controller. However, SDM simulations suggest that an APFC controller and alternators connected in series will not stabilize convertors with isolated working spaces (configuration #1). Convertors with common expansion space like the SPDE appear stable when connected in series with an APFC controller (configuration #2).

B. Configurations #3 and #4 with parallel electrical connection

As mentioned earlier, many dual-opposed convertor systems are currently tested at GRC connected in parallel with tuning capacitors and passive controllers. Simulations of configuration #3 showed that convertors with isolated
working spaces were unstable when connected in parallel with an APFC controller. The similar results have been observed in the test cell when operation was attempted without tuning capacitors.

When tuning capacitors are removed from the parallel circuit, it appears that the current to the two convertors is split in such a way that it tends to destabilize the system instead of stabilizing the system. With real hardware one alternator’s EMF will be slightly larger than the other’s EMF because no two convertors can be perfectly matched. With the alternators directly connected to the controller in parallel, the larger portion of the total current goes to the alternator with the smaller voltage. The higher current tends to apply more damping to that alternator, which further reduces that convertor piston’s amplitude. That in turn reduces the alternator’s EMF, making subsequent amplitudes even smaller. The alternator with the larger amplitude sees less damping, allowing its amplitude to grow. This is theorized to be the cause of instability observed in some of the parallel configurations studied.

Configuration #4 was the same as configuration #3, but with a common expansion space. This configuration was found to be stable. In some simulations a small limit cycle was observed, as shown in Fig. 3. Further investigation is needed to understand the source of the limit cycle and identify methods to eliminate it.

C. Configurations #5 through #10 with electrically isolated alternators

Simulations of the configurations with electrically isolated alternators (configurations #5 through #10) identified only configurations #9 and #10 as being stable. Current-synchronized electrically-isolated configurations #5 and #6 essentially mimic series-wired configurations #1 and #2, since the alternators arranged in current-synchronized configurations see a similar current as if they were actually wired in series. No stable mode was found in simulation with either the common expansion space configuration #5 or the isolated working space configuration #6, even though configuration #2 was found to be stable. Further investigation is needed to understand why configuration #6 was unstable, and if there are cases for which it might be stable.

Figure 4 is a typical case position versus time plot of a simulation of configuration #5. Typically in the simulations one of the piston amplitudes was unable to be controlled and the piston hit the end stop, indicating instability.
The case motion shown in Fig. 4 did play a role in how fast the system became unstable and when the piston of one convertor hit the end stop. Depending on how the convertors were mismatched and whether the natural frequency of the mounting system was above or below the convertor operating frequency, the case motion would either provide positive feedback or negative feedback to the convertor with the increasing piston amplitude. Regardless of the nature of the feedback, the system was still unstable, as the case motion plays only a small role in the system dynamics.

Voltage-synchronized electrically-isolated configurations #7 and #8 are similar to the parallel-connected configurations #3 and #4. As with configuration #3, configuration #7 was also found to be unstable. Configuration #8 was also unstable, although configuration #4 was stable. Further investigation is recommended here.

Stable modes were found for configurations #9 and #10. In these configurations, the two active bridges were controlled independently. Feedback of piston position from both convertors allowed the controllers to determine the current phase relative to piston velocity for each convertor, as well as the relative piston phasing between the two convertors. By independently adjusting the current phasing to each convertor, the desired piston phasing and amplitude can be achieved, resulting in stable and synchronized operation of the dual-opposed convertors.

The APFC controllers can provide more flexibility than tuning capacitors to account for changes in load impedance over time or to optimize system efficiency and performance based on various criteria such as power, efficiency, or vibration. These options are being developed at GRC.

V. Conclusions

The stability of ten configurations of dual-opposed Stirling convertors controlled by APFC controllers was studied through dynamic simulation. Different thermodynamic, electrical, and controller configurations were studied. Four configurations were found to stabilize and synchronize the two convertors.

Of the five configurations with isolated working spaces, only one configuration was stable, configuration #9, with isolated electrical systems, two APFC controllers, and position feedback from both convertors. Configurations that relied on position feedback from just one convertor or connected the convertors electrically in series or in parallel were not able to be stabilized.

Three of the configurations with a common expansion space were stable. This suggests that the stabilizing and synchronizing effect of the common expansion space is significant. A similar stabilizing effect is expected with convertors with a common compression space. Further investigation is recommended to understand why stable modes were not identified for the other two configurations with a common expansion space and to determine if stable modes for these configurations do exist. Analysis has shown that operation can be affected to influence power, efficiency, or vibration. Many control algorithms have been tested analytically with SDM to find the simplest and most robust control strategies.
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Outline: APFC Control of Dual-Opposed Convertors

• Background
  – Why important to evaluate
    • APFC controllers could replace tuning capacitors in multi-convertor systems
    • mass reduction
    • reliability
  – Related work
    • MEGS
    • SPDE
• SDM Study
  – Glenn Research Center’s System Dynamic Model -- SDM
  – 10 candidate architectures
• Results
• Conclusions
• Acknowledgments
Background

• Application: Space power system
  – High specific power
  – High reliability

• APFC controller results compared to tuning capacitor
  – Output power
  – Efficiency
  – Mass
  – Reliability
Related Work

- **SPDE MTI**
  - Design and operation of integrated multiple free-piston Stirling convertors.
    - SPDE is a 25 kW dual-opposed convertor with a common working space.
    - Tuning capacitor was used in series alternator connection.

- **MEGS (M. White, Infinia Corp, 1999)**
  - Simulation and testing of thermodynamically independent multiple free-piston Stirling convertors.
    - Study was based on dual-opposed 350 W convertors.
    - Finding: Viable configuration of dual opposed system with tuning capacitors was identified.

- **Industrial power systems**
  - Design, simulation, operation of power systems with multiple, paralleled 3-phase engine generator sets.
APFC Configuration Study using SDM

- SDM is the free-piston convertor simulation environment developed at GRC
  - Dynamics
  - Thermodynamics
  - Electronics
  - Multiple convertor system studies

- SDM convertor model
  - Thermodynamically coupled (model basis: SPDE configuration with 110W output)
  - Thermodynamically isolated (2 TDC’s and 2 ASC’s)

- SDM controller model
  - Current mode control
  - DC bus bulk storage capacitor is modeled as DC voltage source
APFC Configuration Study using SDM

- TDC
- ASC
- Dual expansion space “TDC”
- APFC v2.0
Synchronization

- **Single Controller**
  - Parallel wiring
  - Series wiring
- **Dual Controller**
  - Current source that synthesizes identical current
  - Voltage source that synthesizes identical voltage
  - Control each convertor individually
## APFC Configuration Study using SDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isolated working space</th>
<th>Common expansion space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series electrical connection</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parallel electrical connection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One APFC controller, Position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>One APFC controller, Position feedback from one convertor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Isolated electrical systems</strong></td>
<td><strong>Isolated electrical systems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback from one convertor, Current synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback on one convertor, Voltage synchronized to other convertor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Diagram 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Diagram 6" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback on both convertors</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, Position feedback on both convertors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Diagram 9" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Diagram 10" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 1
  – Single APFC
  – Series electrical connection
  – The current fails to keep the convertors synchronized.
  – The reference current maintains a fixed phase relationship with one convertor’s velocity. The relationship to the other is undefined.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 2 (Stable)
  – Single APFC
  – Series electrical connection
  – The pressure wave provides strong enough coupling between the pistons that the convertors synchronized.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 3
  – Single APFC
  – Parallel electrical connection
  – Unstable after 0.4s.
  – The convertor with position information remains constant amplitude. The convertor with no position information is driven into the end stop.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

- Configuration 4 (Stable)
  - Single APFC
  - Parallel electrical connection
  - Best performance achieved in simulation featured limit-cycle stability as shown.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

- **Configuration 5**
  - Dual APFC (Current Source Slave)
  - Isolated electrical
  - Stable results with balanced convertors and fixed mounting
  - Unstable with the slightest imbalance
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 6
  – Dual APFC (Current Source Slave)
  – Isolated electrical
  – Expected results similar to Configuration 2, (stable, series-connected single APFC controller)
  – Unable to stabilize the system.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 7
  – Dual APFC (Voltage Source Slave)
  – Isolated electrical
  – Stable results for perfectly balanced convertors.
  – Unstable for
    • $3^\circ$ difference in hot-end temperature
    • 2% difference in motor constant
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 8
  – Dual APFC (Voltage Source Slave)
  – Isolated electrical
  – Expected results similar to Configuration 4 (stable, parallel-connected single APFC)
  – Unable to stabilize this system.
  – Same limit-cycle behavior but the case motion amplitude grows until the system pulls apart.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

• Configuration 9 (Stable)
  – Dual APFC
  – Isolated electrical
  – Independent APFC control
  – Used frequency control loop to insure identical operating frequency for both convertors.
  – Pistons not always in 180-degree opposition. Resulted in some case motion.
  – Additional control needed for 180-degree piston opposition.
APFC Controller Architecture Studies

- Configuration 10 (Stable)
  - Dual APFC
  - Isolated electrical
  - Independent APFC control
  - Same results as Configuration 9
## Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration no.</th>
<th>Thermodynamic configuration</th>
<th>Electrical configuration</th>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>Simulation results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Series electrical connection</td>
<td>One APFC controller, position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Parallel electrical connection</td>
<td>One APFC controller, position feedback from one convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td></td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback from one convertor, current synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td>Isolated electrical systems</td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback from one convertor, voltage synchronized to other convertor</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Isolated working space</td>
<td></td>
<td>Two APFC controllers, position feedback on both convertors</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Common expansion space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

- Ten configurations for dual-opposed APFC controlled convertor systems have been studied through simulation.
- One configuration has been identified as a working configuration for thermodynamically-isolated convertors.
- Stabilizing and synchronizing effect of the common working space is significant.
- Further investigation is recommended to understand why stable modes were not found for “series-like” and “parallel-like” configurations of the common expansion space convertor.
- Convertor operation can be affected by APFC control strategies to influence power, efficiency, or vibration.
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